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Abstract: With the high prevalence of digital crimes, forensic investigators
rely on traditional desktop tools to conduct investigations. Most of these tools
are device-specific and majority of them are desktop-based therefore they
suffer from limited storage and fail to process big data. These tools also
lack the analytical ability to link evidence between cases or share information
between cases. Therefore, inter-links can exist between cases without being
detected. The poor ability to detect links between cases may result in
investigators: taking a long time to complete investigations and failing to
establish organised crimes. In this paper, we propose a novel solution that
can cross-link evidence between cases. Our solution is not desktop-based, nor
is it restricted by the evidence source. Using real-world data for evaluation,
we demonstrate that our solution is capable of uncovering evidence common
between cases that could otherwise be missed.
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1 Introduction

Digital networks and economies have become critical enablers for the growth of
cyber-crime (Goodman et al., 2007; Tropina, 2012; Yar and Steinmetz, 2019). Perceived
anonymity, confidentiality, accessibility, low costs, absence of borders, ease of use and
connectivity are some of the characteristics of the cyberspace that make it a more
attractive environment to criminals (Goodman et al., 2007; Tropina, 2012). More often,
individuals fall prey to malware, ransomware, corporate exploitation and leak of private
data. Cybercriminals are developing and continue to improve techniques for committing
crimes such as phishing, pharming, malware, social engineering and tools to attack
commercial databases (Tropina, 2012), hence the increase in frequency and severity
of attacks (Hiscox, 2019). The increase and severity are evident from Cybersecurity
Ventures (2019) where it is estimated that the total cost of cyber-crimes will exceed $6
trillion annually by 2021. Furthermore, this figure will change rapidly because during
the COVID-19 pandemic there has been an increase in the number of cyber-attacks
(Lallie et al., 2020).
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These increase, has lead to heightened demand for digital forensic investigations
research. The primary purpose of digital forensics investigation research is to provide
techniques and tools for discovering patterns of criminal activities from digital devices.
Some of the most commonly used tools includes AccessData Forensic Toolkit (FTK)
(Smith et al., 2017; Wagner et al., 2019), and Guidance EnCase (Bunting and Wei, 2006;
Wagner et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2016).

The use of forensics tools like FTK and EnCase does not always yield the desired
results, especially when dealing with complicated cases such as those that involve
big data, organised crimes, and inter-linked multiple cases (Shalaginov et al., 2017).
These tools suffer some limitations as they are workstation-based, have limited storage,
processing power, device specific, and they lack the ability to detect or determine links
between cases. These limitations will worsen when a case being investigated is complex
and involves a large number of sources (Lillis et al., 2016). To put this into context,
it is estimated that an individual currently owns about 3.96 devices and is expected to
own about 9 devices by 2025 (Safaei et al., 2017). This swiftly increases the amount of
data and devices that needs to be investigated.

The quantity and consequently, the complexity of digital crimes require more
intelligent and proactive techniques for effective investigation in a timely manner.
Furthermore, it is of paramount importance for these techniques to have the intelligence
to identify potential correlation, patterns and establish links between different cases.
Currently, it is very difficult to find connections between cases using traditional tools,
even when using advanced solutions like triage (Montasari and Hill, 2019; Mislan
et al., 2010; Hitchcock et al., 2016; Gentry and Soltys, 2019) and digital forensics as
a service (DFaaS) (Van Baar et al., 2014; Van Beek et al., 2015; Stelly and Roussev,
2017). Investigators usually rely on their memory to recall similar objects (for example,
name, credit card number, phone number) to link different cases. This approach is very
challenging and laborious, and most importantly, it can result in omissions of important
links between cases. Moreover, the problem can become more complex and demanding
when dealing with big data forensic cases where size, the complexity of the data and
the overall time required to investigate and conclude a case are already a challenge to
forensic investigations.

Currently, there are no big data forensic tools that offers intelligence sharing as
well as the link between cases or analyses. Consequently, this highlights the need to
develop better ways of intelligence-sharing during forensic investigations on big data.
Furthermore, prior work (Garfinkel, 2006) has shown that traditional tools examine
evidence independently, and there is no opportunity to automatically ‘connect the dots’
on large cases involving multiple evidence sources, let alone different cases.

Intelligent sharing is an essential feature for investigating big data, and firstly, it
would assuredly fill the missing pieces or gaps between cases that most investigations
miss. Secondly, it would reduce the amount of time taken to investigate cases with
links. Lastly, intelligent sharing would give a broader insight into cases by providing a
wider scope of criminal activities, thus enabling a greater understanding of the criminal
environment.

This paper makes the following contributions.

• An intelligence sharing framework for big data investigations is developed. The
intelligence sharing framework allows forensic examiners to detect links between
cases and provides a platform for sharing evidence between cases.
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• Discussion of the intelligence sharing framework, outlining the most important
features and how each component contributes towards intelligence sharing.
Leveraging on the forensic cloud environment (FCE) which can already handle
big data investigations (Tabona and Blyth, 2016).

• An experimental evaluation of the intelligence sharing framework by investigating
three cases. Empirical results demonstrate that using this framework, it is possible
to find evidence between cases which may otherwise be difficult to achieve using
existing methods. Our framework design also facilitates easy and reliable
intelligence sharing between investigators.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we cover some of the tools used
for intelligence sharing and outline their weakness. Section 3 describes our method
on intelligence sharing, and in Section 4 we demonstrate our framework with some
evaluations. We discuss our results in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related work

Prior work on big data forensics has mainly focused on adapting traditional forensics
methods to enable them for big data forensic investigations. This has seen an advent
of novel solutions such as digital forensics as service (DFaaS) (Van Baar et al., 2014;
Van Beek et al., 2015; Tabona and Blyth, 2016; Stelly and Roussev, 2017), data
reduction techniques (Scanlon, 2016; Quick and Choo, 2014; Neuner et al., 2016), triage
(Mislan et al., 2010; Roussev et al., 2013; Garfinkel, 2013; Hitchcock et al., 2016;
Gentry and Soltys, 2019; Montasari and Hill, 2019), artificial intelligence (Mitchell,
2010; Irons and Lallie, 2014; Mohammed et al., 2016; Costantini et al., 2019) and
data mining (Beebe and Clark, 2007; Sindhu and Meshram, 2012; Tallón-Ballesteros
and Riquelme, 2014; Quick and Choo, 2014) which have significantly advanced the
state-of-the-art. However, these approaches are not short of limitations, particularly
regarding intelligence sharing and evidence correlations. These approaches rely on
the examiners to link evidence between cases which is usually time-consuming,
labour-intensive, requires significant human resources, and most importantly, may result
in some links between cases been missed.

In Noel and Peterson (2014), an attempt to reduce investigators’ operation cost is
proposed, the technique extracts hidden themes from various documents with minimum
human intervention and then isolating data perceived relevant by using keywords.
Other studies (Ruback et al., 2012; Rowe, 2013) have applied clustering and reduction
techniques to reduce uninteresting or irrelevant data from investigations. Triage studies
(Mislan et al., 2010; Roussev et al., 2013; Garfinkel, 2013; Hitchcock et al., 2016;
Gentry and Soltys, 2019; Montasari and Hill, 2019) have also attempted to decrease the
amount of time and effort spent investigating cases by intelligently predicting whether
seized images contain relevant traces of evidence. Mohammed et al. (2016) developed
a framework to handle existing issues around big data forensics such as volume, variety
and heterogeneity of data. The purpose of this framework is to help investigators with
understanding the nature of the evidence and correlation between artefacts. Similarly in
Adedayo et al. (2016) a framework to assess the various stages of forensic examinations
is introduced. In each stage, a techniques to enhance better collection, analysis,
preservation and presentation while investigating big data is discussed.
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As discussed above, prior studies have only attempted to solve a specific big data
forensic problem which arises from the characteristic of the data but has not focused
on the links between evidence or sharing of intelligence between cases. Our proposed
intelligence sharing framework is different, from those discussed, because it offers the
ability to analyse and link big data cases. Research closest to our framework, presented
in Garfinkel (2006), focused on evidence correlation from multiple images. The authors
use forensic feature extraction (FFE) and cross drive analysis (CDA) to extract, analyse
and correlate evidence from multiple images. Using this technique, they analysed 750
images and were able to identify correlations between images.

Quick and Choo (2018) presented a framework for entity identification using Open
Source Intelligent Tools (OSINT) which expanded the cross drive and cross case
analysis used in Garfinkel (2006). They argued that criminal intelligence analysis is
critical for knowledge for tactical, operational and strategic intelligence. Using M57
corpus Garfinkel et al. (2009) of approximately 498 GB from various sources (i.e.,
computers, portable storage, mobile phones and tablet devices) demonstrated the benefits
of applying the framework to achieve a greater understanding of the evidence. With this
framework, they located additional information related to the entities under study and
uncovered disparate information which may add to intelligence value. A technique to
associate disk drives using documents to several metrics is presented in Rowe (2018).
They used a term-frequency inverse-document-frequency (TF/IDF) cosine similarity and
Kullback-Leibler divergence formula to associate drives based on 18 different types
of clues and developed visualisation techniques to display the associations. Another
study that attempted to correlate forensics evidence from different forensic targets was
conducted in Case et al. (2008). They proposed forensic automated correlation engine
(FACE) which automatically discovered evidence from Linux memory dump and made
some correlations between events and objects.

Compared to our work, all these approaches were only applied to multiple images
and small data, in the case of FACE which is not ideal for big data where data is
multi-dimensional, large in volume and without format. Prior approaches also rely on
traditional tools such as relational databases which have many limitations with regard
to big data. Our work contributes to this area by demonstrating intelligence sharing
between cases using FCE (Tabona and Blyth, 2016) and big data sample. Our solution
provides for a command-based system for determining links hence facilitating for easy
investigation of organised crimes by providing links between cases, and perpetrators.

3 Proposed intelligence sharing framework

To address the lack of intelligence sharing, we develop an intelligence sharing
functionality on the existing FCE proposed in Tabona and Blyth (2016). The intelligence
sharing application discovers links between cases using objects such as phone numbers,
e-mails, names and/or any other specific object as required by investigators. We
developed two types of intelligence sharing interfaces, local and global intellishare
interfaces. The local intellishare discovers links between cases within the same FCE,
while the global intellishare finds connections between cases in different FCEs. In
Subsection 3.1, we explore the FCE setup that makes it possible to gather data
for intelligence for sharing. Then, we provide more details on the local and global
intellishare features in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. In this paper, we do not
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discuss the overall design, setup and implementation of FCE, for a through exposition
we refer the reader to Tabona and Blyth (2016).

3.1 Setting FCE for intelligence sharing

To setup a private cloud for conducting digital forensics FCE is implemented using
Apache Hadoop (White, 2012; Borthakur et al., 2011; Lam, 2010). The Hadoop
framework is ideal for FCE as it offers the capabilities of investigating data from
multiple sources. For example, when investigating a case with multiple sources, data
is stored in the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), which preserves the integrity
of data blocks through checksums. In HDFS, data is then duplicated and copied across
multiple data nodes (three nodes by default). The data is then stored in a NoSQL
database HBase (White, 2012) as it can store and process unstructured data. MapReduce
programming is then used to the process data in parallel. Map codes are executed
in the data blocks to avoid input/output bottlenecks associated with moving data for
processing.

Figure 1 HBase tables design for local and global intelligence sharing

The tables design in HBase is shown in Figure 1, these design is essential for
intelligence sharing framework as it allows easy extraction of objects of interest. The
cases table is used to store general details concerning a case such, e.g., case number,
case name, case creator, case description, date and time as illustrated on the right of
Figure 2. For intelligence sharing, an entity extractor program is then used to extract
objects of interest from the cases. The extracted objects are then stored in an entity table,
for example, case with ID case101, the entity extractor program store objects pertaining
a particular case as shown in a table case101 entity tb depicted on the left in Figures 1
and 3.

The outlined setup is crucial for both local and global intellishare and as we discuss
in the following subsections.
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Figure 2 Example of cases table (see online version for colours)

Figure 3 Example of case entity table (where ev refers to evidence)

3.2 Local intellishare

For local intelligence sharing purposes, we first access the cases table to retrieve the
details of all the cases that are being investigated in the same FCE. These details,
particularly the case ID, are then used to get a reference to the case entity table.
Assuming that the evidence sources have been parsed and an entity identify has
extracted entities from the case entries table. We use a MapReduce program to unify
all case entity tables and the results are stored in a local intellishare table depicted in
Figure 4.

Figure 4 Local intellishare table

The local intellishare table consists of a row key column which contains a list of entities.
The metadata family of columns consists of a local association and type columns – the
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local association list all the cases within the FCE associated with the row key while
the type column provides details of the row key. For instance, considering the details
of Figure 4, the row key contains a number (07468588XXX) which is present in case
number ‘case100’ and ‘case101’ of FCE id of FCE01.

If an investigator is interested in knowing which evidence sources within case100
and case101 does this entity appear in, they can do a reserve-lookup. That is, in each
case, they can look into their case entity table, depicted in Figure 3. The row key here
is the entity and the metadata column family now consists of the evidence source ids.
HBase allows the database to grow both horizontal or vertical anytime. So this particular
feature allows the metadata column family columns to grow horizontally.

3.3 Global intellishare

Global intellishare framework reveals links between cases in different FCEs. For this
an investigator creates FCE network by adding a new FCE to current FCE. Shown in
Figure 5, FCE01 is added to FCE02 and the information is added to FCE network table
as demonstrated in Figure 6.

Figure 5 Creating a distributed FCE network (see online version for colours)

Figure 6 Sample of distributed FCE network table

Figure 7 Local intellishare table with global association
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To find correlations between objects for global intellishare, the program first reads the
FCE network table to get the location of other FCEs. As a security feature, other
FCEs only connect to shared folders. The shared files from all FCEs are processed and
stored in a global intellishare table by the FCE that initiated the process. After that, the
global intellishare table is unified into a local intellishare table. A new column global
association is added to the local intellishare table to indicate any row key that matches
the global intellishare row key. The value of the new column will contain the global
FCE cases that have a similar entity. A design example of the local intellishare table
with global associations is shown in Figure 7.

In Figure 7, if we concentrate on the entity 07468588XXX, we find that it is linked
to case100 and case101 within the initiating FCE, that is FCE01. This entity is also
associated with case44 and case200 in FCE03 and FCE02, respectively.

4 Experiment

In this section, we demonstrate the intelligence sharing framework described in
Section 3. We formulate three case scenarios to demonstrate how investigations are
carried out on FCE and both global and local intellishare are done during the process
of investigation. Firstly, in the next subsection, we provide some details on the setup of
FCE.

4.1 FCE setup

We setup distributed FCEs, that is, FCE01 and FCE02 as shown in Figure 8.
The details of each are as follows. FCE01 is designed to handle big data with a total

HDFS logical storage capacity of 81.5 TB. The design consists of a one master node and
four slaves. The master node hosts services such as the NameNode and HBase master.
The slave nodes act as data nodes and region servers. The hardware specifications of
the master machine include storage capacity of 1.1 TB, 141 GB memory, 16x Intel
Xenon CPU E5620 2.4 GHz, 4 cores and CentOS operating systems. The hardware
specification for each slave nodes include a storage capacity of about 60 TB, memory
31 GB, 8x Intel AtomTM CPU C2750 2.41 GHz, 8 cores and also installed CentOS.

FCE02 has a total logical storage capacity of 2.6 TB and it is mainly prepared
to demonstrate global intellishare. FCE02 infrastructure is made up of seven nodes
including a server, master and slave nodes. The server manages the Cloudera service
while the master node hosts services such as NameNode and HBase. The slave nodes
are assigned data node and region server roles. Hardware specifications for each node
include a storage capacity of 461 GB, 3 GB of memory, 2x AMD E-350 Processor, 2
cores and Ubuntu operating system.

We use Cloudera Distributed Hadoop (CDH) software to install Apache Hadoop
and its components on both infrastructures. FCE01 we use version 5.6.0 of CDH while
for FCE02 version 5.8.0 is used. Both infrastructures use the same Hadoop version
2.6.0, HBase and MapReduce. Several applications were developed to facilitate the
investigation as tabulated in Table 1.

In Algorithm 1 we outline the steps for loading cases in an FCE, investigate and do
intelligence sharing. Also in Algorithm 1 is the role of the applications in Table 1.
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Figure 8 Distributed FCE (see online version for colours)

Table 1 FCE application stack

Top tier Middle tier Bottom tier

Network analyser Hash calculator Image ingester
Timeline analyser File type determiner File-system parsers
Communication database extractor Known file filtre (KFF) calculator Case management
Entity identifier KFF loader
Local intellishare File signature loader
Global intellishare
Intellishare network generator

4.2 Case scenarios and investigation

We start by investing case 3 (drug dealing) which will be stored in FCE02 and
conducted in precinct 1, followed by case 2 (money laundering) and case 1 (crash
for cash) both in FCE01 and investigated in precinct 2. For each case, we shall use
communication database, i.e., e-mails and phone numbers, for timeline analysis and
intelligence sharing. We remark that these are chosen for demonstration purpose and our
intelligence sharing in FCE is not limited to those.
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Algorithm 1 FCE intelligence share

Input : Evidence sources
Output : Intellishare
Create a case in FCE using case management.1
Image evidence sources using FTK Imager for HDD and USB and for mobile phones use2
Cellebrite UFED Touch.
Compute cryptographic hashes of images.3
Ingesting images into an FCE case using image ingester.4
Compute cryptographic hashes of images in the FCE using hash calculator.5
Parse the images, using file-system parser.6
Calculate hash values of images after parsing using hash calculator.7
Compare the hash values from steps 3, 5 and 7 to determine if the images were corrupt8
during parsing. If the hash values are different go back to step 3. Otherwise do the next
step.
Extract files and metadata.9
Calculate hash values of the file using hash calculator.10
Execute other optional pre-processor applications such as file type determiner, known file11
filtre, using file type determiner and known file filtre (KFF) calculator.
Extract necessary object for investigation, for example, using communication database12
extractor
Investigate using case network and timeline analyser.13
Build entities/object tables for intelligence share using entity identifier.14
Do either local or global intellishare using local/global intellishare application.15
Visualise links between cases using intellishare network generator16

For each action that is carried out on a case, an audit trail is generated as per digital
forensic principles (Williams, 2012). Before generating case data we forensically erased
all data sources using the US Department of Defense (DoD) wiping standard (DoD
5220.22-M) (Forte and Power, 2007).

4.2.1 Case 3: drug dealing

This case concerns drug dealing, with five suspects. A total of nine evidence
sources which include mobile phones, personal computers and USB were collected for
investigation. The total evidence collection for the case amounts to 676 GB. Following
Algorithm 1 we generate a timeline analysis as shown in Figure 9.

The timeline graph is then analysed to find evidence pertaining to the crime starting
from the 7th of March 2017. A text message was received by a suspect at 11:29:13.
The content of this message is shown in Figure 10. This message shows that it was sent
by a client saved as 63B client. The client was requesting for some chocolate bar to be
delivered at 63B. In this instance, the chocolate bar is deemed to be a street name for
drugs based on the context.

There is also a message sent to a contact saved as driver as shown in Figure 11. The
content of the message reveals that the suspect is asking the driver to deliver an order
to 63B. The threads within this message contain evidence that shows that the driver
was frequently asked to deliver orders. The timeline graph also contains more messages
from clients to the suspects concerning drugs.

At this stage, to continue the investigation it is important to know who the driver is.
In an effort to identify the driver an entity identifier application on FCE02 is executed
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to extract all entities from the case, see Figure 12 showing the entity table. The aim of
this process is to find links between the driver’s number and other cases within FCE02.

Figure 9 Case 3: timeline (see online version for colours)

Figure 10 Case 3: drug order

The extracted entities are correlated with local cases using the local intellishare
application. Unfortunately, there was no match that was discovered as shown in
Figure 13. To elaborate further, Figure 13 only shows that there are no other cases
that have the same entities that exists in FCE02 drug case or cs-drugs-100 case. The
global intellishare application was also executed to discover any links between the
driver’s number and cases in other FCEs. Similarly, there was also no connection that
was discovered in the local intellishare table with the global association as shown in
Figure 14.

4.2.2 Case 2: money laundering

Case 2, entails money laundering and it was also investigated in precinct 2. Five suspects
who all reside in one house were identified and their electronic devices confiscated.
Initial investigations identified a number of suspicious transactions that were deposited
into James’s account. The total number of evidence sources collected is 13, including
mobile phone, PCs and several external devices, with a total of 1.576 TB data.
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Figure 11 Case 3: message to the driver

Figure 12 Case 3: case entity table (see online version for colours)

Figure 13 Case 3: local intellishare table (see online version for colours)

Figure 14 Case 3: local intellishare table with global association (see online version
for colours)

Initial steps of the investigation were to create a timeline graph to visualise all the
activities that took place the days before the deposits were made. The timeline graph of
the communication events between the 8th and 10th March as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15 Case 2: timeline (see online version for colours)

Figure 16 Case 2: request for subscription

The analysis revealed correlations between deposits that went into James’s account. The
transactions of interest occurred between the 8th–10th March 2017. The first suspicious
transaction shows that an amount of £750 was deposited into James’s account. Events
leading to this transaction include three text messages sent through James mobile phone
on the 8th March to contacts saved as Ben, Mark and John as shown in Figure 16.
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The text message indicates that James was requesting a subscription. About
an hour after the text message, there are three e-mails that were sent
to jamesjacob.exp@host.com. The e-mails were from online payment company
(maxwatini@host.com), confirming money transfer from markwatom@host.com (see
Figure 17), danwasebina@host.com and johnwatim@host.com. Each of these e-mails is
approving a transfer of £250. The total amount transferred sum up to £750 which is
equal to the amount of money that was deposited to James’s account. This establishment
led to an assumption that jamesjacob.exp@host.com is James’s online payment company
account.

Figure 17 Case 2: online payment company confirmation

Figure 18 Case 2: local intellishare table (see online version for colours)

After finding the correlation between events and transaction, we were now interested
in identifying the owners of markwatom@host.com, danwasebina@host.com and
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johnwatim@host.com. Assuming that the owners of danwasebina@host.com and
johnwatim@host.com are two of the suspects who lived in the same property as James.
Then the owner of markwatom@host.com is to be established. To further investigate we
execute both the local and global intellishare applications to find any links with other
cases, unfortunately, there were no matches established as shown in Figure 18.

4.2.3 Case 1: crash for cash

The case involves an insurance fraud called crash for cash incident. A perpetrator called
Mark, who owns a garage is involved in deliberately crashing people’s car with the
aim of benefiting from the insurance. Phil, Chris and Davis are also part of the case
story. Phil and Chris crashed their vehicle with the assistance of Mark while Davis was
an owner of a tow truck. In this case, we collected a variety of 32 devices including
mobile phones, personal computers, external hard drives and USB. The accumulative
data capacity of the case was 12.704 TB.

With the help of the timeline analysis graph shown in Figure 19 we are able to pick
deliberate accident between Mark and Phil. Incriminating messages exchange between
Mark and Phil are shown in Figure 20. Still using the timeline graph we were able to
find communication between Mark and Davis as shown in Figure 21. We also looked
at the events before the 22th March and we discovered more incriminating messages
between Mark and Chris on the 13th March as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 19 Case 1: investigation timeline analysis (see online version for colours)

To gather intelligence between this case and other cases in the FCE01 and FCE02,
we executed the local intelligence sharing framework to discover links between this
case and other FCE01 cases. There is a link between cases 1 and 2 in FCE01 as
captured in Figure 23. FCE01 local intellishare table was run through the intellishare
network visualiser and the result is shown in Figure 24. The link is established as
Mark’s phone number: +447825477XXX and his e-mail address: markwatom@host.com
are in both cases. Also, James’s mobile number: +447341772XXX and his e-mail
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address: Jamesjacob.exp@host.com are in both cases. The online payment company
e-mail address: maxywatini.exp@host.com are available in both cases.

Figure 20 Case 1: investigation – Mark and Phil communication

Figure 21 Case 1: investigation – Mark and Davis communication
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Figure 22 Case 1: investigation – Mark and Chris communication

Figure 23 Case 1: investigation – local intellishare table (see online version for colours)

Figure 24 Case 1: investigation – local intellishare network (see online version for colours)
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A global intellishare application was also run to find connections with FCE02 cases.
The correlation between the cases is captured in Figure 25 and visualised using the
intellishare network application and this is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 25 Case 1: investigation – global intellishare table (see online version for colours)

Figure 26 Discovered criminal network (see online version for colours)

A connection between cases 1 and 3 is established. The connection between cases 1 and
3 was because of Chris and another suspect’s mobile number which were in both cases.

5 Discussion

It is very difficult to establish a connection between organised crime spanning multiple
cases and jurisdictions. In this paper, we carried out a complex experiment to
demonstrate the capability of the FCE intelligence sharing framework. We formulated
three case scenarios that have artefacts that link the case stories. We did that in order
to test the intelligence sharing framework.

We carried out an investigation on case 3 and extracted all the evidence except
the evidence for one crucial suspect (Phil) which was missing from the collection.
Similarly, we investigated case 2 and we were able to extract all the evidence except the
details of one suspect (Mark) which was missing from the evidence collection. We also
investigated case 1 and carried out an intelligence-gathering exercise. The intelligence
sharing framework was able to find some correlations between cases 1 and 2 also, there
was a link between cases 1 and 3.

The link between cases 1 and 2 was because of entities that belong to Mark
and James which were in both cases. The connection between cases 1 and 3 was
because of Chris and suspect’s mobile number which were in both cases. A visualised
criminal network is shown in Figure 27. The establishment of these correlations gave
the investigators clues of who is involved in the crimes for further investigation.
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Figure 27 Discovered criminal network (see online version for colours)

Without the intelligence sharing framework, the link between these cases was going
to be difficult to establish if not impossible. As a result, the incorporation of an
intelligence sharing framework to a forensic solution is critical as it gives the examiner
the opportunity to gain more insight into a case. It helps in detecting organised crimes
by providing situational awareness when criminal rings are discovered. Current forensic
tools lack intelligence sharing, therefore links between crimes that extend beyond one
police station cannot be identified.

It is worth noting that during the experiments, some default entities in the devices
used, such as Microsoft e-mail addresses for Windows-based operating system and
Google e-mail addresses for Android, were picked when building case entity tables. We
filtred them out during the intelligence gathering process because they are not part of
the cases.

We used the communication database to demonstrate the proposed framework, this
provides a limitation as one needs to exactly know which entities to use to establish
intelligence share. As such it may be possible to miss an entity and this may result in
a missed link. It is necessary to fully automate the selection of the entities used for
intelligence sharing based on the nature of the case.

6 Conclusions

We proposed an intelligence sharing framework on top of a FCE. Our framework
will facilitate in establishing links between different case, detecting organising crimes,
it is not restricted to the evidence sources, and suitable for big data forensics. The
framework is based on extracting entities of interest from cases and then unifying them
with entities from other cases using a MapReduce program. The use of MapReduce
concept also speeds up the intelligence gathering process by parallel and distributed
processing the evidence, especially when dealing with big data. We formulated three
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cases to demonstrate the proposed framework. The framework was used to find links
between cases in the same FCE (FCE01) and between cases in a different FCE (FCE02).
The framework performed accurately and was able to establish the connection between
the cases. This exercise would not have been possible using traditional tools. Finally,
we have also demonstrated the capability of FCE as a solution for big data forensics,
as the total among of data, from the three cases, was almost 15.00 TB. With case 1 an
example of a big data case with a total of 12.704 TB of data.

In future, we suggest incorporating techniques such as social network analysis
(Tsai et al., 2019; Colladon and Remondi, 2017) to improve the intelligence sharing
framework proposed in this paper. Other possible future improvements include using
machine learning techniques to determine which objects to use for intelligence sharing.
In this paper we used communication database, with machine learning, a variety of
object could be used and ranked by importance depending on the type of cases
investigated. For example, in a drug-dealing case, machine learning would be used to
determine the importance of communication database, keywords, and GPS data and
which one to use for intelligence sharing. Furthermore, issues of privacy have not been
covered in this paper and remain of paramount importance in the future.
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